A general method for designing combinatorial peptide libraries decodable by amino acid analysis.
Herein we describe an algorithm for designing combinatorial peptide libraries for split-and-mix synthesis on solid support that are decodable by amino acid analysis (AAA) of the beads. AAA is a standard service analysis available in most biochemical laboratories, and it allows one to control the quality of the peptide on each bead, an important feature that is missing from most library decoding protocols. In the algorithm, each AA is assigned to two variable positions in the sequence grouped in a "unique pair". This arrangement limits sequence design because both the number of unique pairs U (setting the maximum number of variable AA) and the maximum number S of different AA per variable position depend on the peptide length N (U=N(N-1)/2), S=N-1). The method is therefore only suitable for focused libraries. An application example is shown for the selection of peptides with N-terminal proline or hydroxyproline catalyzing an aldol reaction from a combinatorial library of 65536 octapeptides. A simple enumeration program is available to help design combinatorial libraries decodable by amino acid analysis. The method applies to linear and cyclic peptides, can be used for nonnatural building blocks, including beta-amino acids, and should help to explore the vast chemistry of linear and cyclic peptide for catalysis and bioactivity.